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What the benefits of collecting Internet data garbage can be and why the hunter-gatherer approach 
helps to identify anomalies, problems and misuse of the network and systems.
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Recycling – a word, a process we get in 
touch in our daily life. But have you ever 
thought about recycling data garbage? 
What about all those data packets on the 
Internet, which are for whatever reason 
sent to unused IP ad-
dresses and could be 
tagged as data garbage? 
Why not collect and ana-
lyse these packets and 
gain useful information? 
Based on these thoughts, 
SWITCH-CERT (Compu-
ter Emergency Response Team) started a 
project named “Internet Background Noise” 
(IBN). The definition for “data garbage” we 
use in this environment: packets on the 
network, which are targeted towards un-
used IP addresses.
Based on that definition a sensor was set 
up, which collects these packets and al-
lows further processing and visualization. 
In principal there shouldn’t arrive a single 
packet at that sensor, because by defini-
tion it only collects packets with unused 
destination addresses. Therefore every 
single, seen packet is some kind of data 
garbage. The reason of seeing packets at 
all can be interpreted as: misconfiguration 
of components (systems, routers), scan-
ning activities, outbreak of worms, back-
scatter activities from “Denial of Service” 
attacks (due to spoofed source IP ad-
dresses) and so on. The processed infor-
mation can be used to inform our custom-
ers about infected systems, as some sort 
of early warning system, as a basis for 
statistical data analysis and as a local In-
ternet weather map, which shows the cur-
rent status of mostly abusive/abnormal 

network activity. Analysis of the collected 
data is currently based on the IP protocols 
TCP, UDP and ICMP, source and destina-
tion addresses and destination ports, re-
spectively types in case of ICMP.

Part of the collected, 
current data is public-
ly available at http://
www.swi tch.ch/secu-
rity/services/IBN. For 
example the illustration 
of TCP port statistics 
dated 2004/04/05 

around 1.00 p.m. shows a unique pattern 
of port 80, 445, 2745, 6129, 1025 and 
3127 scanning activities. Further analysis 
revealed a distributed scan for different 
current vulnerabilities and misconfigura-
tions: open shares, already installed back-
doors from latest viruses, remote adminis-
tration tool vulnerability.
The collected data can also be used for 
different visualizations, e.g. based on the 
performed scanning pattern against the 
unused address space, which is shown in 
the IBN matrix plots below: a common and 
an obviously artificial one.

Furthermore the IBN sensor also helps 
to get more and timely information about 
outbreaks of worms and latest exploits 
(e. g. witty worm). Overall, IBN can be re-
garded as an additional piece of a puzzle 
in the daily information gathering process 
within a CERT.
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